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Sounds of Sirius

Color Wisdom Cards

By Lia Scallon

By Tori Hartman

here is simply nothing
else out there like
Irish-born Lia Scallon’s
Sounds of Sirius CD series,
now available in the United
States. Lia’s vocal harmonies,
meditations, and quiet chants
induce an immediate sense of
deep calm and peacefulness,
each note and ancient word
seemingly imbued with the
Sounds of Sirius
energy of pure love. Crystal bowls
$14.98 CD
and gentle percussion inspired
UPC 884502252682
Living Now Magazine to write
www.SoundsOfSirius.com
Available from New Leaf
“This music uplifts and thrills…”
The Sounds of Sirius Compilation CD includes extracts from
all seven of Lia’s albums, each of which has touched listeners in
profound ways. This compilation is a wonderful introduction to the
full Sounds of Sirius collection; the carefully selected and complete
pieces from each album make relaxation possible for even the busiest
of lifestyles. This compilation provides a soothing and healing balm
to the soul. Conscious Living Magazine wrote, “There is magic in
Lia’s voice that transcends the barriers of time and culture.”
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Wellness on a Shoestring:

The Living Code

7 Habits for a Healthy Life

Deciphering Life's Spiritual Messages
by Learning to Live From the Heart

By Michelle Robin, D.C.
and Roxanne Renée Grant

W

hatever your financial
resources may be, the power
to improve your health is
within you. It’s in every choice you
make, in every moment. Michelle
Robin shows you how to harness your
inner voice as you practice seven
essential habits for complete wellbeing. Read stories from real people,
living at all income levels, who’ve
adopted these practices—using little
money—and seen their health dramatically improve. Better yet, follow the
Unity House
$15.95 Paperback
tips at the end of each chapter to create a
ISBN 978-0-87159-345-0
wellness lifestyle that leads to a
www.unityhouse.org
phenomenal experience of life.
“I’ve coached thousands of health professionals over many years,
and none is more authentic than Dr. Michelle Robin. She practices
what she preaches. Read, absorb, and listen to the timeless wisdom
of this wise and wonderful woman!” — Dr. Janice Hughes,
chiropractor, coach, author

ollowing a near death
experience, psychic
intuitive Tori Hartman
spent the next 5 years being
visited by more than 45 spirits to help create this Color
Wisdom Deck and Book
set. Each card represents a
Jupiter Press
fable with a color theme, by
$32.95 Deck & Book Set
using these cards you can begin to
ISBN -10: 0-9679544-2-8
heal on a multi-generational level.
Available at
The book gives information on the
www.ColorWisdomCards.com
definition of the color and the fable
as well as layouts to understand family dynamics, set intentions and
perform card readings. The Color Wisdom Cards are a revolutionary divination system, designed to support setting your intentions
and achieving your goals. The fables make it easy to learn the
cards. Visit www.ColorWisdomCards.com to get your free reading.
“An intriguing and rather unique divinatory oracle.” –
AeclecticTarot.com
“The refreshing thing about these cards is that they have a
touch of the unfamiliar, which allows readers to approach the
stories like a blank page.” - Summit Daily News

W

ould you like a 24/7 Hotline
HE
for Divine Guidance - a first aid
kit for challenging times?
Each moment is encoded with symbolic
messages, The Living Code, (TLC) that
can be read, deciphered, and used by those
who know how.
Linda and Brenda McCoy “the twins”
share their parallel journeys in this
spiritual autobiography. They learned to
decipher life’s spiritual messages which
lead to their spiritual awakening.
Linda and Brenda McCoy
Their fundamental upbringing created
Twin Heart Productions, LLC
years of discontent. The twins clearly
$15.95 Trade Paper
learned the difference between religion
and spirituality. Being home schooled by ISBN 978-0-9842839-0-3
www.thelivingcode.com
Divine Spirit, life experiences became
Available from New Leaf
their school house of Higher Education.
TLC is a blend of inspirational stories, practical exercises and
humorous insights that will create a permanent link with your
intuition—the True Self. This book will forever change the way you
look at life and God/Source, if used as an inspirational template to
decipher your own Living Code.
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Deciphering Life’s Spiritual Messages
by Learning to Live From the Heart

